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New Australian poetry is in danger of becoming largely invisible, not as the result of an overtly stated
government agenda but rather, like publicly funded education and community libraries, as a silent
casualty of 'budgetary measures'. The end comes, to paraphrase that postmodern Cassandra, T.S. Eliot,
not with a bang but a whimper. Any other response, in our hyperreal world, would appear ludicrously
insignificant. Depressing, isn't it? And perhaps it would be unhealthy to dwell on such a thought. Is there
an element of madness then, within those of us who continue to read, and purchase, these niche-
marketed offerings of our practising poets, volumes for which, at a retail price of around $16, one could
feed an entire family at McDonalds or KFC? In answer, one is reminded of Arthur Koestler, recalling the
1930s onset of global depression: "If on the one hand over-sensibility to social injustice and obsessional
craving for Utopia are signs of neurotic maladjustment, society may, on the other hand, reach a state of
decay where the neurotic rebel causes more joy in heaven than the sane executive who orders pigs [or
journals, or new poetry] to be drowned under the eyes of starving men".[1]

John Leonard sees the battle-lines between poetry and our prevailing economic ideology clearly, and is
in no doubt which way madness lies

It would be a mad fellow
who could stand up and say
'The way we live is wrong
and what we do is wrong.'
For who could have told
him this, what school
taught him general strictures

For how we are is what
we are, we debate, but only
from common premises. Only
the way we are presently
needs a radical critique
for what we do now means
that soon our way of life
must end and leave us nothing (LVI

His vision witnesses the grand narratives which explain life to us, and the everyday habitudes by which
we perpetuate them: 'our plausible motives / and reasonable reasons, which / are ours by long
domestication, / cannot be shaken off at will' (XLV). These elegies should be understood then, as written
not for the past but as elegiac prescriptions for those who might dare to imagine an end to our present
way of life.

The poet takes us through the rhetorical operations of power expressed within the language of political-
economy. This most influential discourse is taken out of its own context and waylaid on the 'level playing
field' of polemical poetry: 'It is not surprising that those / who pay to hear good news / get to hear it' (L):
'Anything we regard as real / is so by that same virtue,/ and nowhere has a real / polity ever not been
practised' (LXVIII). One is unaccustomed to having such shibboleths of our public sphere so pejoratively,



and yet so lucidly handled. The serious voice of the econocrat is matched by Leonard's grave polemic,
bringing to mind Ezra Pound:

In truth our order is none
our prosperity borrowed
and what we have visited
on ourselves we now inflict
with interest (XX).

It is a brave effort, though some might compare this imperious stance to that of Shakespeare's great
existentialist, Coriolanus, who on his banishment from Rome retorts indignantly, though absurdly, 'I
banish you!'

Geoff Page is not interested in prophetic poetry, not in this collection at least. In fact, he reveals a certain
anxiety about the artistic justification of light verse when he warns in a foreword: 'this is almost never
poetry as we have come to understand it since the Romantics'. At times this anxiety seems manifest in
self-conscious satirising of the Modern: 'Give us this day the best PC / CD or VCR... / Or how could
people ever know / How nice we really are?'. Modern experience is contrasted with the grandeur of
history, or at least of history books. 'Passport' speaks of a credit card tour of Europe as 'A kind of minor
Norman conquest', whilst the traveller to Greece leaves with memories not of naked statues but of
'Toplessness so much in vogue'.

The collection contains a number of forms, rhythms, rhymes and metres, with an emphasis on
conversational wit and pleasurable cadence. The title poem depicts a compulsively house-proud woman
confronted by a God intent on her 'putting her feet up'. Like Gwen Harwood's 'Professor Krote' (whose
name means 'toad'), Mrs Schnell's name (meaning 'quickly') signifies a thematic concern with
over-zealous human endeavour. The section entitled 'Selected Alcohols' concludes, and best fulfils,
Page's project. A genuine warmth for the topic is apparent, and the result is genuine humour:

I'll be no foul inebriate
Astonished by the dew.

I'll climb up on the wagon and
(veering straight ahead)
the Women's Christian Temperance League
Will see me into bed
('A Toper Speaks').

Doris Brett's latest collection of poetry displays a distinctive, even instinctive poetic rhythm. The three
sections take up very different subject-matter, from a life-threatening confrontation with cancer, through
dialogues from within well-known fairytales to the at-times esoteric imaginative flights of 'Pterodactyl
Country'. Each are suffused with a consciousness of the potentially metamorphic quality of the
imagination:'Having often admired trees / I now find I am to become / like one. Here in the season / of
falling, I am the autumn / one, un-feathering, un-feathering, / bald as an egg, a kind of nun / of the new
beginnings' ('Chemotherapy'). One might wish to see Brett search harder for her imagery, or to attempt
to move her poetry's frame of reference beyond the popular conception of "nature" and the mythical. She
is less interested in revising or reconfiguring perspectives however, than drawing existing ones together.
This positing of the 'poetic' as the mythical basis of our common psyche, if not humanity, goes to the
centre of Brett's undertaking, and might happily coincide with the consumer desires of a 'new-age' or
'new-Romantic' readership.

Mermaid is a varied and mature collection from a poet who exhibits, to quote Gary Catalano on the
back-jacket, 'an uncommon dedication to the craft of poetry'. Gould's muse arrives at poignant moments,
both ethereal (There came a fellow across the glittering green / in a black singlet and torn jeans. / His
arms were tan and his black hair flew / like a wild boy's hair from a comic book.' ['The Ball Dancer']) and
illuminating (Motel Morning / Vermilion cirrus! / Angel, your lipstick prints such / sensual weather!
['Polaroids']).'Mermaid' and 'Skagen Elegy' exemplify Gould's personal and scholarly interest in the sea
and its human history. The title poem deals with a diving expedition, and embodies a poetic praxis of
immersion within the ocean of the imagination: 'And I was also shouting / Look Plato! We feast on the

actual / here'. A self-illustrated final sequence, 'The Calms', adopts the persona of an early twentieth-
century mariner and, interesting as an historical narrative alone, continues also to stress a poetic



philosophy of interiority:'To know well / the inwardness of odds and ends is also / to know a durable world,
is how I reason'('Among Estuary Shipping in Light Rain'). Throughout, Gould's commitment to a
technically rigorous style is uncompromising and impressively strengthens the poetry.

Does art then, need a Leonard-like polemic against late capitalism? An intractable question perhaps, and
one on which Gould's accomplishment bears little. 'Roof of the Mouth', for instance, envisages gender
relations not terribly advanced from those of Milton, whose Eve appears already adorned with the
'wanton ringlets' which define her sex:

The luscious black mulberries
attend under their heart-shaped leaves.
And why are they so shy and rare
like the village girls of Nuristan?

Since they first nippled greenly
in late spring the mulberries
have fattened in secret opportunities.
Through branches thin as bird bones
they draw mineral and rainwater
to a concentration stranger, richer
than all the other berries in this,
their scarlet and black readiness.

Endnote

[1] Arthur Koestler, 'The Initiates', in Richard Crossman, ed., The God That Failed: Six Studies in
Communism, Hamish Hamilton, London, 1950, p. 26. Return to endnote reference.


